Information Sheet on Corona

I do not feel good. What do I do now?

1. If you have
   - a fever (temperature above 38 °C)
   - newly arisen cough
   - muscle / body aches
   - fatigue
   - or have a headache that you cannot classify otherwise,

       contact your doctor by phone. The doctor clarifies the further procedure with the health office.

2. If you cannot reach your doctor, call the on-call medical service on 116 177.

3. Follow the instructions from the doctors.

       Stay at home until further clarification and keep contact with other people to a minimum.

       Important:

       Do NOT go to the doctor's office unannounced and without being asked to do so.

       Do NOT contact a hospital to clarify your suspicions. Hospitals have a mandate to care for seriously ill patients and therefore reject you.

4. If you live in a shared accommodation (camp/GU), inform the staff at the property immediately.